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Working memory is the structure devoted to the maintenance of information at short
term during concurrent processing activities. In this respect, the question regarding
the nature of the mechanisms and systems fulfilling this maintenance function is of
particular importance and has received various responses in the recent past. In the
time-based resource-sharing (TBRS) model, we suggest that only two systems sustain
the maintenance of information at the short term, counteracting the deleterious effect
of temporal decay and interference. A non-attentional mechanism of verbal rehearsal,
similar to the one described by Baddeley in the phonological loop model, uses language
processes to reactivate phonological memory traces. Besides this domain-specific
mechanism, an executive loop allows the reconstruction of memory traces through an
attention-based mechanism of refreshing. The present paper reviews evidence of the
involvement of these two independent systems in the maintenance of verbal memory
items.
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INTRODUCTION
Working memory is a system dedicated to the storage and main-
tenance of information. This is a central system that allows us
to interpret and comprehend our environment and ourselves by
constructing transient representations. These representations are
built using our internal and external states, and they can be
conceived as mental models, as in Johnson-Laird’s (1983) theory.
The role of working memory is to maintain these representations
in face of decay and interference in order to avoid their loss, as well
as to transform them for actions in accordance with our goals.
In the past decade, we have proposed a new model of work-
ing memory, named the Time-Based Resource-Sharing (TBRS)
model (Barrouillet et al., 2004; see Barrouillet and Camos, 2012,
2015, for reviews). The TBRS model aims at accounting for
complex span-related phenomena and more generally for work-
ing memory structure and functioning. Specifically, the TBRS
model enlightens the role of attention in working memory by
introducing the idea that attention is involved in the maintenance
as well as in the processing of information. Moreover, our model
allows an understanding of how attention is shared in a time-
based manner between processing and maintenance, which are
the two functions of working memory. Nevertheless, the TBRS
model does not imply that attention is always involved in the
maintenance activity of information in working memory. The
aim of this review is to show that attentional and non-attentional
systems subserve storage in working memory. Interestingly, these
two types of systems are implicated in the maintenance of verbal
information. After presenting these two maintenance systems
within the framework of the TBRS model, we review evidence
of the independence of these two systems, of their joint use to
store verbal information, of the ability for adults to make adaptive
choice between these systems, and of the impact that using one or
the other system has on recall performance. We end our review
with the presentation of some brain imaging data showing that
different brain networks are distinguishable and would sustain
each of these two maintenance systems.
THE MAINTENANCE OF VERBAL INFORMATION IN THE TBRS
MODEL
According to the TBRS model, two systems can be involved
in the maintenance of verbal information (Figure 1). The first
system we call the executive loop includes an episodic buffer and
a procedural system. Similar to the episodic buffer in the multi-
component model (Baddeley, 2000), we assume that working
memory representations are stored in a buffer in which they
suffer from temporal decay and interference, and consequently
must be reconstructed or reactivated to permit any processing.
Like in Adaptive Control of Thought—Rational (ACT-R) model
(Anderson, 1993, 2007), the procedural system reads this rep-
resentation and, depending on the currently active goal, main-
tains or updates its content by firing the appropriate production
rule. The current goal can also command a switch to another
of the working memory representations held in the episodic
buffer. When the representations need to be maintained, their
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FIGURE 1 | The Time-Based Resource-Sharing model architecture (Figure 6.1 in Barrouillet and Camos, 2015, p. 118).
reconstruction is achieved through attentional refreshing which
requires attention. This idea of an attention-based mechanism
of maintenance is inspired by Cowan’s suggestion that mem-
ory items can be reactivated by a scanning process (Cowan,
1992; Vergauwe and Cowan, in press) or by the recirculation of
items through the focus of attention (Cowan, 1995). However,
although the TBRS model focuses on the role of attentional
processes in working memory, the maintenance of verbal infor-
mation could also be achieved through an articulatory rehearsal
process as Baddeley described in his model of the phonological
loop (Baddeley, 1986; Baddeley and Logie, 1999). Thus, in the
TBRS model, the executive loop and the phonological loop are
the two loops in charge of verbal maintenance. The functioning
of the phonological loop had been extensively studied in the
past 50 years (e.g., Baddeley, 2007). We now briefly outline the
well-known effects emerging from its functioning, which will be
discussed through this review as well. The phonological loop is
involved in the storage of verbal information in a phonological
format. As a consequence, the storage of phonologically similar
words leads to more confusion than of dissimilar words. This
effect is named the phonological similarity effect. To actively
maintain memory traces in the phonological loop, memory items
are subvocally rehearsed through processes shared by language
production. The existence of such a verbal maintenance mech-
anism had two consequences. First, a concurrent articulation
using similar language processes could block or at least impede
the subvocal rehearsal of memory items and impair working
memory recall. Second, lists of short words are better recalled
than lists of long words, because in a fixed duration, the former
take a shorter time to articulate and would consequently ben-
efit from more rehearsals than the latter, increasing the prob-
ability to be recalled. This effect is named the word length
effect.
Besides the phonological loop, the TBRS model describes
another loop, the executive loop. Its functioning is based on four
main proposals. First, the model assumes that both the processing
and the maintenance of information within the executive loop
rely on the same limited resource, which is attention. Because
attention is a limited resource, it has to be shared between
processing and storage. The second assumption is that many
of the elementary cognitive steps involved in both processing
and maintenance can only take place one at a time. When the
executive loop is occupied by some processing episode, it is not
available for the maintenance of memory items. The same idea is
captured by the concept of the central bottleneck, developed by
Pashler (1998), according to which central processes like response
selection can only take place one at a time in such a way that the
subsequent processes are postponed. Another way to express the
same idea is to assume that the size of the focus of attention is
limited to only one element with the consequence that attention
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could only select one item of knowledge at a time for the next
cognitive operation (McElree and Dosher, 1989; Garavan, 1998;
McElree, 1998, 2001; Oberauer, 2002, 2005). Thus, processing and
storage activities could not take place in parallel, but alternate
in occupying the central bottleneck. However, according to the
third assumption of the TBRS model, as soon as attention is
switched away, or in other words as soon as the focus of attention
leaves the memory traces, their activation suffers from a time-
related decay. Thus, in working memory span tasks, the memory
traces of the to-be-maintained items decline when attention is
occupied by the processing of distractors. Redirecting the focus
of attention on the memory traces results in their refreshment
before complete disappearance. Finally, the fourth assumption is
that, due to the limitation of attention to only one element at
a time and the time-related decay of memory traces outside the
focus of attention, the sharing of attention is achieved through
a rapid and incessant process of switching of this focus from
processing to maintenance. As it can be suspected, most tasks
typically do not induce a continuous capture of attention, and
thus attention can be diverted from time to time, even for short
periods of time, towards other thoughts and brought back to the
current activity. This continuous switching of attention must be
considered as a basic mental process underlying our phenom-
enal experience of thinking, which permits the coherence and
cohesion of our mental life beyond the succession of changing
thoughts. This conception in turn delineates a conception of
cognitive load (CL). According to the TBRS framework, CL is
the proportion of time during which tasks capture attention, thus
impeding maintenance activities that require the executive loop.
Within this framework, the CL is defined as: CL = Duration
of attentional capture/Total time allowed to perform the task. It
is important to note that even simple activities such as reading
digits or response selection tasks can efficiently block attention
for prolonged periods of time if they are performed under time
constraints.
The TBRS model and more specifically its conception of CL
were verified in several studies (e.g., Barrouillet et al., 2004,
2007). For example, Barrouillet et al. (2011) asked adult par-
ticipants to perform complex span tasks in which they had to
maintain series of letters, digits or words of ascending length
while performing various concurrent tasks. These concurrent
tasks were a location or parity judgment tasks, a stroop task
(classic and numerical versions), or a memory updating task
(the 2-back task). Although these tasks differed in their nature,
they are all well-known for capturing attention because they
involve some response selection, retrieval, updating, or inhibition
of information. All of these processes are considered executive
functions and thus are highly attention-demanding. The mean
response time when the answer was correct was used to esti-
mate the duration of attentional capture of these tasks, and
to compute their respective CL. As depicted in Figure 2, the
number of memory items that can be maintained (expressed
in mean span) while performing a concurrent task is a direct
function of the CL of this task. More specifically, the mean span
decreases linearly with the increase in CL, independently of the
nature of the tasks and of the attention-demanding processes
they involve. Several other studies replicated this finding with
FIGURE 2 | Mean span (i.e., the mean number of maintained items) as
a function of the cognitive load (Barrouillet et al., 2011).
different types of memoranda (verbal, visual, or spatial), with
various distracting activities, and in adults as well as in children
and adolescents (Barrouillet and Camos, 2015, for a review).
Such a finding strengthens the assumption made by the TBRS
model that memory items can be maintained by the executive
loop through attentional refreshing, which competes for attention
with other attention-demanding processes required by working
memory span tasks.
Although the effect of CL on recall performance appears even
under concurrent articulation, one can wonder if the attentional
refreshing is really different from the subvocal rehearsal described
in Baddeley’s (1986) multi-component model. Using a reading
span task in which participants had to maintain words while
reading sentences presented in successive segments, Hudjetz and
Oberauer (2007) manipulated the reading instructions in such
a way that subvocal rehearsal was more or less impeded. For
this purpose, participants had to read the sentences either con-
tinuously or at their own pace, the former condition strongly
impeding the use of subvocal rehearsal. Moreover, the CL of the
reading task was increased by increasing the pace of presentation
of the segments to be read, with a fast pace shortening the time
to perform the task and reducing the availability of attention for
maintenance activities relative to a slow pace. If the maintenance
of words relies only on attentional refreshing, recall performance
should not be affected by the type of reading (i.e., continuously or
at one’s own pace). Instead, only the pace of presentation would
affect recall performance, with poorer recall at a fast than a slow
pace. On the contrary, if the maintenance is achieved through
subvocal rehearsal, the pace of presentation and the type of
reading should interact. That is, when reading at their own pace,
a slow pace of presentation would give participants more time to
rehearse words. Conversely, the continuous reading would make
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rehearsal more difficult and the beneficial effect of the longer pre-
sentation at the slow pace would disappear. Although the results
revealed a significant effect of both factors, the lack of interaction
between pace of presentation and reading instructions contradicts
the idea that maintenance relies exclusively on subvocal rehearsal.
These results showed that a maintenance mechanism different
from subvocal rehearsal is implicated in the maintenance of
memoranda in working memory. Moreover, they gave the first
support to the dissociation between attentional refreshing and
subvocal rehearsal and, by extension, between the phonological
loop and the executive loop.
To summarize, the TBRS model suggests the existence of two
distinct systems of maintenance in working memory. One, the
executive loop, is a domain-general system in which the atten-
tional refreshing maintains any type of information (e.g., ver-
bal, visual, multimodal) in an episodic buffer. The other, the
phonological loop, is a domain-specific system dedicated to the
maintenance of verbal information under phonological code and
that does not require attention, at least after a brief initial setup
period (Naveh-Benjamin and Jonides, 1984). Thus, these two
systems differ on the type of representations they process as well
as on their maintenance mechanism, and as a consequence on
the implication of attention. These differences lead to several
predictions. The existence of two systems implies they can be used
independently from each other to maintain information, but also
that they can be used jointly. Moreover, it can be suggested that
participants could favor one or the other system of maintenance
depending on some constraints or instructions. Finally, the well-
known effects of phonological similarity and word length, specific
to the phonological nature of the representations, should emerge
when the phonological loop is involved in maintenance, but
should not be affected by any variation in the implication of the
executive loop. In the following, we present some experimental
evidence supporting these different predictions.
THE INDEPENDENCE OF ATTENTIONAL AND
NON-ATTENTIONAL MAINTENANCE SYSTEMS
In a first study including four different experiments, Camos et al.
(2009) tested the independence of the two loops hypothesized by
the TBRS model. Using complex span tasks, the authors varied
the opportunity of using one of the two loops while the other
was impeded. For example, the phonological loop was impeded
by a concurrent articulation whereas the availability of the exec-
utive loop was varied by introducing a more or less attention-
demanding distracting task. As expected, the manipulation of the
availability of one system while the other was impeded resulted
in a reduction of recall performance, although participants were
able to recall a decent number of verbal memory items. These
findings confirmed the idea that both the executive and the
phonological loops are able to maintain verbal information in
working memory.
In further experiments, the interplay of these two systems
was assessed by orthogonally manipulating the availability of
attention and of articulatory processes. For example in Camos
et al.’s (2009) Experiment 4, participants performed a distracting
task that varied in attentional demand either silently or aloud.
In a complex span task, each memory item was followed by a
series of six digits successively displayed on screen. Participants
had either to press the space bar when “5” appeared on screen
(i.e., low-demanding detection task) or to verify if the 3rd and
the 6th digits were the sum of the two previously presented digits
(i.e., high-demanding verification task). These two experiments
replicated the previous findings: impeding one or the other loop
led to a reduction in recall performance. More interestingly, the
effect of concurrent articulation was additive to the effect of the
attentional demand resulting from the processing component of
the complex span tasks (Figure 3). These results suggest that the
phonological loop and the executive loop are two independent
mechanisms involved in the maintenance of verbal information.
FIGURE 3 | Mean span according to the task (detection vs. verification of additions), the type of reading (silent vs. aloud) and the pace in Camos
et al.’s (2009) Experiment 4.
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Camos et al.’s (2009) results are in line with the architecture
proposed by the TBRS model with two distinct loops involved
in the maintenance of verbal information. The existence of a
second system, over and beyond the phonological loop and its
rehearsal mechanism was initially mentioned by Baddeley and
Hitch (1974), although never formally implemented in Baddeley’s
multi-component model. This idea regularly reappeared within
the multi-component model to explain how participants were
able to maintain a substantial number of verbal items even under
concurrent articulation (e.g., Vallar and Baddeley, 1982; Salamé
and Baddeley, 1986; Hitch et al., 1989, 1993; Towse et al., 1998).
Although the idea of different mechanisms intervening in the
maintenance of verbal information could be found before in the
literature, Camos et al.’s (2009) study provided the first empirical
evidence of the independence of two maintenance systems, i.e.,
the executive and phonological loops.
THE JOINT USE OF THE ATTENTIONAL AND
NON-ATTENTIONAL SYSTEMS
The existence of the two independent systems logically implies
that they can be jointly used to maintain verbal items. Camos
et al. (2009) provided some evidence of this joint use, as the
introduction of concurrent articulation or concurrent attentional
demand have an additive effect on recall performance, thereby
supporting the idea that the two loops can act in conjunction.
Another way to show the joint use of the phonological and
executive loops was to examine the effects that the mainte-
nance of verbal memory items has on concurrent processing
activities.
Within the executive loop, when processing and storage are
performed concurrently, processing episodes are postponed by
maintenance activities in the same way that maintenance activities
are postponed by processing. We have seen that the postponement
of maintenance activities results in memory loss and thus reduced
recall performance. However, the postponement of processing by
maintenance activities should have a negligible effect on process-
ing accuracy as long as the stimuli to be processed remain available
in the environment. For example, this is the case in complex
span tasks in which distractors remain on screen until the partic-
ipant gives her response. Conversely, this postponement should
appear in response times. Because attentional maintenance in the
executive loop proceeds in a cumulative fashion, starting from
the first list item and proceeding in forward order until the end
(McCabe, 2008), this postponement should linearly increase with
the number of memory items to be maintained. By contrast, when
memory items are maintained within the phonological loop, such
a postponement should not be observed.
To test this new set of predictions, Vergauwe et al. (2014) devel-
oped a new paradigm. They used a Brown-Peterson paradigm in
which participants had to maintain a list of items for further recall
and to perform an intervening task over a fixed retention interval
prior to recall. However, participants were instructed to perform
this intervening activity in such a way that, while trying to achieve
the best performance in this task, they should not forget the
memoranda. For example, in one experiment, participants were
presented with series of 0 to 7 letters to be remembered, and asked
during a 12-s retention interval to judge the parity of as many
numbers as they can by pressing keys, each key press displaying
a new number on screen. We assumed that to minimize the
risk of forgetting and achieve a perfect recall of the memoranda,
participants should refresh all of them before each processing
episode.
In this experiment, to be sure that verbal information was
only maintained through the executive loop, participants repeated
“badibu” during the retention interval while completing the
parity judgment task by pressing keys. Maintaining an increas-
ing amount of verbal memoranda under concurrent articula-
tion slowed the responses in the concurrent task (Figure 4,
Experiment 3). The fact that refreshing memory items postpones
concurrent processing activities indicates that the two activities
compete for a general-purpose system. Contrary to attentional
refreshing, the maintenance of verbal items through subvocal
rehearsal requires very little attentional demand. Releasing the
constraint to repeat “badibu” during the retention interval should
allow participants to maintain as many verbal items as they can
through subvocal rehearsal. As a consequence, attention would
be available for performing the concurrent task without any
postponement. This was the aim of Vergauwe et al.’s (2014)
Experiment 4, in which participants had to maintain series of
0 to 7 letters while performing the parity judgment task, but
contrary to the previous experiment, without any concurrent
articulation. As illustrated in Figure 4, this experiment led to a
very different pattern of results compared with Vergauwe et al.’s
(2014) Experiment 3. Whereas the processing times steadily
increased with the memory load under concurrent articulation,
no such increase was observed in Experiment 4 till a load of
four letters. As predicted, the slope remained nearly flat from
0 to 4 letters. This absence of postponement also contrasted
FIGURE 4 | Mean processing times in ms for letters as a function of
memory load depending on the presence (Letters + Parity + AS,
Experiment 3) or absence (Letters + Parity, Experiment 4) of
articulatory suppression (AS) in Vergauwe et al. (2014).
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with the increase in response times observed when memory load
exceeded four letters. From 4 to 6 letters to be maintained, the
slope was akin to the slope observed under concurrent articu-
lation. Moreover, this slope gives an estimate of the speed of
the refreshing process (around 50 ms per item). Such a value
fits well with the neurophysiological explanation of short-term
memory limitation by Lisman and Idiart (1995) in which each
item would be stored in gamma oscillation subcycles (about
40 Hz) within a theta neuron network oscillation (see Luck and
Vogel, 1998 for a similar account, and Vergauwe and Cowan, 2014,
for discussion). These findings support the proposal made by
the TBRS model of two distinct systems of verbal maintenance,
with a verbal-specific system able to maintain up to four letters
without any interference with a concurrent attention-demanding
task, and an attentional system that competes with a concurrent
task.
Apart from confirming the sequential functioning of work-
ing memory postulated by the TBRS model, these results shed
light on the structure of working memory, confirming that
there is a domain-general attentional system that is able to
maintain verbal information and another non-attentional system
that corresponds to the phonological loop in Baddeley’s (1986)
theory.
THE ADAPTIVE CHOICE BETWEEN AN ATTENTIONAL AND A
NON-ATTENTIONAL SYSTEMS
Another logical consequence of the existence of two indepen-
dent systems is that adults should be able to favor one of them
according to the constraints of the task or following instruc-
tions. To test the hypothesis that young adults can chose adap-
tively between the phonological loop and the executive loop,
Camos et al. (2011) used a complex span paradigm in which
the processing component was either a choice reaction time
(CRT) task or a less demanding simple reaction time (SRT) task,
and the memoranda were lists of six phonologically similar or
dissimilar words. The rationale was that when the concurrent
task is less demanding (i.e., SRT), attention would be available
for maintenance through refreshing. Accordingly, participants
should favor the executive loop because it likely enables the
maintenance of non-phonological representations of the memory
items. Such a mode of maintenance would reduce the confus-
ability of the representations of the memoranda when they are
phonologically similar words. By contrast, under a high atten-
tional demand, participants should revert to the phonological
loop, which requires less attention (Naveh-Benjamin and Jonides,
1984). Because subvocal rehearsal relies on the maintenance
of phonological representations, recall performance in this case
should suffer from the phonological similarity of some of the
lists.
As depicted in Figure 5 for the “no instruction” condition,
when participants performed the CRT task, their recall was better
for lists of phonologically dissimilar than similar words, replicat-
ing the phonological similarity effect. However, when participants
performed the SRT task as a concurrent task, the phonological
similarity effect disappeared. As predicted, the emergence of
the phonological similarity effect depended on the attentional
demand of the concurrent activity. The attention-demanding
FIGURE 5 | Mean percentage of correct recall as a function of the
phonological similarity of the memory words in a list (similar vs.
dissimilar), the type of concurrent processing (SRT vs. CRT) and the
maintenance mechanism participants were instructed to use in Camos
et al. (2011).
CRT task led participants to rely on subvocal rehearsal for
maintenance, and the phonological similarity effect occurred. By
contrast, the non-demanding SRT task allowed for the use of
the executive loop, and thus the phonological characteristics of
the memoranda did not affect recall. To verify that the change
of pattern concerning the phonological similarity effect was due
to a change in maintenance loop, two other groups of partici-
pants were instructed to perform the same complex span task
while using either subvocal rehearsal or attentional refreshing to
maintain series of words. As depicted in Figure 5 for rehearsal
and refreshing instructions, whereas an increase in the attentional
demand of the concurrent task led to reduced recall perfor-
mance in both experiments, the occurrence of the phonological
similarity effect depended on the instructions. Whatever the
amount of attention available, the phonological similarity effect
appeared when participants were instructed to use rehearsal.
On the contrary, under refreshing instruction, the phonological
characteristics of the lists to be maintained never affected recall
performance. Thus, Camos et al. (2011) showed that the use
of the two maintenance loops is adaptive and flexible, young
adults being able to favor one of the loops according to its
relative effectiveness or instructions. Moreover, these findings
suggest that the phonological loop maintains verbal information
under phonological representations as indexed by the emergence
of a phonological similarity effect, and the executive loop acts
probably on richer memory traces involving a variety of features,
making recall performance immune to the phonological similar-
ity of the memoranda in the lists.
THE ATTENTIONAL AND NON-ATTENTIONAL SYSTEMS
HAVE DIFFERENT IMPACT ON RECALL
The aforementioned studies presented have made it clear that
two systems of maintenance for verbal information exist, and
have stressed their independence. Moreover, the TBRS model
predicts that the use of one or the other of the two systems
should have different effects on recall performance. Whereas any
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increase in CL of the processing component should impede the
maintenance activities of the executive loop and thus reduce
recall performance, the use of phonological loop should make
recall susceptible to well-known effects specific to its function-
ing, i.e., the phonological similarity effect and the word length
effect.
To test these hypotheses, two studies orthogonally manip-
ulated the attentional demand of the concurrent task and the
availability of subvocal rehearsal (Camos et al., 2013; Mora
and Camos, 2013). For this purpose, four complex span tasks
were compared in which participants maintained series of either
phonologically similar or dissimilar words, or series of short
or long words (Figure 6). To vary the concurrent attentional
demand, participants either performed a concurrent location
judgment task or had nothing to do. The availability of subvocal
rehearsal was varied either by allowing participants to remain
silent through the concurrent task or by asking them to repeat
the word “oui” (“yes” in French) at the rhythm of beeps heard in
headphones. Both studies confirmed the predictions of the TBRS
model.
The addition of a concurrent task or of a concurrent artic-
ulation resulted in reduced recall performance in both studies
(Figures 7, 8). These studies also replicated the well-known
phonological similarity effect with dissimilar word lists being
better recalled than the similar word lists (Figure 7), as well as the
word length effect with better recall performance for short than
long words (Figure 8). However, these effects did not interact with
the presence vs. absence of an attentional-demanding concurrent
task, but disappeared under concurrent articulation. A similar
disappearance of these effects was already reported in simple
span tasks when the memory items were visually presented, and
when a concurrent articulation occurred during the encoding
of the memoranda (e.g., Coltheart, 1999; Fallon et al., 1999;
Baddeley and Larsen, 2007). The present studies showed that
blocking articulatory processes during maintenance could lead
to the same disappearance of the phonological similarity and the
word length effects as impeding the encoding processes. Thus, the
impact of the phonological characteristics of the memory items
depended on the use of the verbal-specific system, whereas recall
performance was immune from these effects under the use of the
executive loop.
DISTINCT BRAIN NETWORKS FOR THE ATTENTIONAL AND
NON-ATTENTIONAL MAINTENANCE SYSTEMS
A vast amount of behavioral evidence supporting the distinction
between a domain-general attentional system and a specialized
non-attentional system was collected within the framework of
the TBRS model. The literature brings further support to this
distinction when examining the neural implementation of these
two systems, and more specifically of their respective maintenance
mechanisms, i.e., the attentional refreshing and the subvocal
rehearsal.
Gruber (2001) observed that the brain network sustaining
phonological storage is not uniquely localized, but depends
FIGURE 6 | The four conditions used in Camos et al. (2013) and
in Mora and Camos (2013) in which each memory item was
followed by an unfilled delay, by the repetitive utterance of
“oui”, of a location judgment task, or the combination of the
same location judgment task with the utterance of
“oui”.
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FIGURE 7 | Variation of the phonological similarity effect as a function
of the four conditions used by Camos et al. (2013).
FIGURE 8 | Variation of the word length effect as a function of the four
conditions used by Mora and Camos (2013).
on the possibility to rely or not on subvocal rehearsal. When
a silent articulatory suppression prevents rehearsal, enhanced
activity is observed in anterior prefrontal and inferior pari-
etal brain areas. By contrast, when such suppression is relaxed,
working memory performance activates Broca’s area and cortex
along the left intraparietal sulcus. In other words, the non-
articulatory maintenance of verbal information produced acti-
vation in a different network compared to subvocal rehearsal
(see also Gruber and von Cramon, 2003, and Trost and Gruber,
2012, for similar findings). While these findings support the
existence of two distinct systems of verbal maintenance, Raye
et al. (2002, 2007) provided direct evidence of the dissociation
between subvocal rehearsal and attentional refreshing, showing
that they are neurally distinguishable processes. These authors
showed an increased activation of the dorsolateral prefrontal
cortex [DLPFC, Brodmann’s area (BA) 9] when young adults
were instructed to refresh words (i.e., they were instructed to
think briefly to the words) compared to repeating or read-
ing them silently, or to simply press a button. Moreover, the
results further distinguished attentional refreshing from subvocal
rehearsal in revealing that Broca’s area (ventrolateral prefrontal
cortex, VLPFC, BA 44) was selectively activated in a rehearsal
condition (Raye et al., 2007). A similar finding was reported
by Smith and Jonides (1999), suggesting that the use of sub-
vocal rehearsal strategy relies on the activation of the VLPFC.
Raye et al. (2007) concluded that the VLPFC reflects subvo-
cal rehearsal of phonological information, while the DLPFC is
assumed to reflect attention to various types of information
(e.g., its activation did not differ between verbal and non-verbal
information, Johnson et al., 2005). These neuroimagery data fit
nicely with the TBRS model and the existence of two distinct
systems. Indeed, whereas the Broca’s area is a specialized structure
dedicated to language, the DLPFC is more broadly involved in
executive control (D’Esposito et al., 1995). This neurological
distinction between a specialized peripheral structure and an
executive central structure echoes the differentiation introduced
by the TBRS model between the phonological loop and the
executive loop.
DIFFERENCES AND COMMONALTIES WITH OTHER
WORKING MEMORY MODELS
While the TBRS model proposes the existence of two distinct sys-
tems involved in the maintenance of verbal information at short
term, in this section we examine other theoretical frameworks that
either suggest similar systems or conversely advance alternative
proposals. The model presenting the most obvious similarity
with the TBRS model is the last version of the multi-component
model (Baddeley, 2012). The multi-component model of working
memory distinguishes a central system from a domain-specific
system for verbal information (Baddeley, 1986, 2000; Baddeley
and Logie, 1999). For the domain-specific system, both models
propose that verbal information is maintained in a phonological
store by verbal rehearsal through a phonological loop. More-
over, the executive loop described by the TBRS model includes
an episodic buffer in which cross-domain representations are
constructed and maintained as suggested by Baddeley et al.
(2010). Besides these similarities, the TBRS theory departs from
the multi-component approach primarily in the structure and
functioning of the central component. Whereas its structure and
functioning of the central executive remains underspecified in
Baddeley’s theory, we have suggested that it can be conceived as an
executive loop connecting the episodic buffer with a procedural
system. As a consequence and contrary to Baddeley’s modal
model, the central system in the TBRS model is in charge of both
processing and storage activities that compete for a common sup-
ply. Nevertheless, as noted above, in several works framed within
the multicomponent model, Baddeley and collaborators have sug-
gested another system that would supplement the phonological
loop when overloaded (e.g., Baddeley and Hitch, 1974; Salamé
and Baddeley, 1986). However, the TBRS model specifies the main
constraints of this central system that are due to the sequential
functioning of the executive loop and the ephemeral nature
of working memory representations. As explained above, these
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two characteristics are at the root of the relationship between
storage capacity and concurrent attentional demand, as seen in
Figure 2.
The existence of such a conflict between processing and storage
is also predicted by Cowan’s (1999, 2005) embedded-processes
model. Cowan assumes that working memory can be conceived
as the temporarily activated portion of long-term memory, with a
subset of this activated memory that corresponds to the focus of
attention. The focus of attention is limited to three to five chunks
of information (see Luck and Vogel, 1997, for similar estimate in
visuospatial domain), and is controlled by automatic orienting
responses to changes in the environment as well as voluntary
effort directed by the central executive towards current goals. A
consequence of this working memory structure is that the focus
of attention is involved in both the retention of information and
in processing activities. Congruent with our distinction between
an executive and phonological loops, Cowan also stresses that
the capacity of the focus of attention appears clearly when verbal
rehearsal is prevented, suggesting that maintenance of verbal
information through attentional focusing and verbal rehearsal
must be distinguished.
Other theories assume that working memory is the activated
part of long-term memory, such as the concentric model pro-
posed by Oberauer (2002) who distinguishes, within this activated
part, a region of direct access containing about four items. Among
them, one item is selected by the focus of attention for processing
(see also McElree, 1998, 2001). Within the TBRS model, it can be
conceived that the single item within the focus of attention would
correspond to the working memory representation currently pro-
cessed by the executive loop, whereas the region of direct access
corresponds to the representations held in the episodic buffer.
Consequently, the diverging conceptions about the size of the
focus of attention (i.e., either one or four items according to Ober-
auer or Cowan, respectively) can be reconciled by considering
that the sequential functioning of the executive loop requires that
several representations are almost simultaneously present to the
mind (i.e., in the episodic buffer), while only one representation is
currently refreshed (cf. Figure 1). However, neither Cowan’s nor
Oberauer’s theories stress the importance of temporal factors as
the TBRS model does.
All of the previously highlighted theories assume that working
memory is concerned with those processes that require attention
(see also Lovett et al., 1999). Engle’s model made this point
very clear in distinguishing working memory from short-term
memory by the implication of controlled attention in working
memory tasks (Engle et al., 1999; Engle and Kane, 2004). This
model suggests that working memory is mainly involved on those
activities that need executive control to maintain goal-relevant
information under conditions of interference or competition.
The TBRS model departs partially from this view, because it
does not limit the attention involved in working memory to the
controlled or executive attention. Of course, working memory
is important to maintain information in an active state and to
solve the conflicts resulting from interference and activation of
prepotent but inappropriate responses as Engle and Kane argue
(e.g., Rosen and Engle, 1998; Kane and Engle, 2003; Unsworth
et al., 2004; Bunting, 2006). However, attention is also important
for simple activations of knowledge from long-term memory, as
suggested by theories like ACT-R (Anderson, 1993). As reported
previously, even the identification of material as simple as digits
or of a location can capture attention for a sizable amount of time
that it leads to a reduction of recall performance.
More recently, Unsworth and Engle (2007a,b) have also sug-
gested that working memory comprises two functionally differ-
ent components, although rather different from the two loops
described in the TBRS model. A first component, referred to as
primary memory, actively maintains information over the short
term. According to Unsworth et al. (2010), this component is con-
ceptually similar to Cowan’s focus of attention. The second com-
ponent, referred to as secondary memory, is needed to retrieve
information that can not be maintained in primary memory when
its capacity is exhausted or its content is displaced by irrelevant
distracters. In this case, retrieval from secondary memory would
rely on a cue-dependent mechanism. In the case of complex span
tasks as used in the experiments reported above, memory items
would be first stored in primary memory, but quickly displaced
into secondary memory by the processing activity. At recall, the
majority of the items would have to be retrieved from secondary
memory through strategic search. By contrast, in simple span
tasks, items could be held in primary memory, at least when list
lengths are small (i.e., up to four items). With longer lists, items
would be initially held in primary memory but some of them
would be displaced into secondary memory.
Although Unsworth and Engle (2007a) did not explicitly claim
it, it could be imagined that what they call primary memory
corresponds to the phonological loop because they focused on
verbal memory. Indeed, Vergauwe et al. (2014) observed that
this phonological loop can hold up to four items, and when
this capacity is exhausted, the executive loop works as a back-up
system to refresh working memory representations. This option
was evoked by Jarrold et al. (2010) who suggested that primary
memory capacity could be supported by rehearsal. However,
our review has made it clear that the phonological loop can
maintain verbal items without interfering with attention demand-
ing activities, demonstrating that it is distinct from the focus
of attention. As a consequence, the phonological loop can not
stand as the primary memory described by Unsworth and Engle
(2007a). Another possibility would be to consider that primary
memory consists of the assembly of the phonological and the
executive loops, with secondary memory corresponding to long-
term memory. However, we have seen that when participants were
free to use verbal rehearsal for maintaining letters, (i.e., when
both the phonological and the executive loops could be used for
maintenance purpose), they were able to maintain up to six letters
while performing a distracting task, which is beyond the expected
primary memory capacity.
Finally, it is noticeable that the TBRS model is inspired by
the ACT-R architecture (Anderson, 1993, 2007; Anderson and
Lebière, 1998) and its procedural system. Within ACT-R, an
imaginal module is used for storing intermediate information
necessary for performing tasks and is comparable with the focus
of attention in Cowan’s (2005) theory or with Baddeley’s episodic
buffer. This imaginal module or problem state resource would be
limited to only one coherent chunk of information with three or
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four slots and would create interference when it is requested by
more than one task (Borst et al., 2010). Though our proposals
are akin to these conceptions, some differences remain. Indeed,
Borst et al. (2010) specify that not all tasks require the use of
the imaginal module, for example when no intermediary results
need to be stored or when all the necessary information is present
in the world. Our conception differs because we assume that
any process requiring an executive function involves the execu-
tive loop. Indeed, our results make clear that a simple response
selection associated with the location of a stimulus on screen, or
the direct retrieval of parity information that does not require
any intermediary result, compete with concurrent maintenance
of information within the episodic buffer. This suggests a more
general and central representational role for the episodic buffer
and the executive loop in our model than for the imaginal module
postulated by ACT-R.
CONCLUSION
In summary, the two maintenance loops described in the TBRS
model, the executive loop and the phonological loop, are two
distinct and independent systems. Because of this independence,
they can be jointly used to maintain verbal information. More-
over, adults can chose to favor the use of one or the other system,
either intentionally when instructed to do so or adaptively because
the use of the executive loop could reduce the confusion for
phonologically similar material. However, the use of one or the
other loop is not without consequence. Each of these systems of
maintenance induces a different pattern of recall performance.
The use of the phonological loop makes recall sensitive to the
phonological characteristics of the material to be maintained,
whereas the phonological nature of the memory items does not
affect recall performance under the use of the executive loop.
This does not imply that the executive loop is a “better” sys-
tem of maintenance that should always be favored for verbal
information. Because attentional refreshing is more attention-
demanding than subvocal rehearsal, the former is very sensitive
to the availability of attention and the presence of concurrent
attention demanding task. Finally, brain imaging studies reported
distinct neural structures supporting the separation of these two
loops.
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